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Abstract. Object detection is the fundamental process for the majority of the
investigation projects in the submarine environment, and object detection is
mainly based on image description done by the appropriate descriptor. In this
paper we select and optimize parameters of multi-scale covariance descriptor for
object detection in the submarine context. We adapt the descriptor parameters to
be suitable to cope with the degradation of image quality in underwater envi-
ronment, working on the homogeneity error tolerance and the precision degree
of description. We justify the use of specific parameters values and well defined
features. To perform our work we use support vector machine for data classi-
fication and Maris dataset as a benchmark.
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1 Introduction

Automatic detection and recognition of underwater object laying on the seafloor is an
important project for international marine research. A great attention is paid to this area.
The inspection tasks automation, recognition, detection or physicochemical parameters
measurement, is strongly justified in this vast environment. Remotely operated vehicles
were the first developed technique where the human is involved in the decision-making
chain.

Problems to be solved thenwere the domain of seafloor technology and the transfer of
energy and information via an umbilical link. Since the late 80 years, many research
programs have emerged in theUnited States, Europe andAsia, to provide a solution based
on autonomous vehicles. They are called Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV).

These devices therefore have the ability to go in inaccessible areas and to do what
other submarines could not do and go where they could not go.

Because of the inherent danger and time-sensitive nature of such missions, the next
urgent priority is to embed intelligence in the AUV so that it can immediately react to
the data it collects. By adapting its survey route in situ and efficiently allocating
resources the AUV can collect the most informative data for the task at hand while
simultaneously reducing costs [1].
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To achieve this goal, two major obstacles must be overcome. First, an algorithm is
needed that can perform the detection and recognition of underwater object in near
real-time onboard an AUV with limited processing capabilities. Second, a plan is
needed for specifying how the information gleaned from the detection results can be
exploited to intelligently adapt the AUV route. To accomplish their mission, AUV used
for this kind of project, are equipped by sonar system.

Compared to sonar, vision is not widely used in underwater research. This is due to
degradation of image quality caused by absorption and scattering of light in water. But
sonar suffers from several problems like cost resolution and complexity of use.
Therefore there is a need for additional investigation to assess the actual potential of
visual perception in underwater environments. Currently, the underwater video is
increasingly used as a complementary sensor to the sonar especially for detection of
objects or animals. However, the underwater images present some particular difficulties
including natural and artificial illumination, color alteration and light attenuation.
Therefore in the detection of underwater objects it is impossible to take only color as a
detection criterion, but location, shape and color information must be combined.

Object detection is based on the extraction of discriminative features. This
extraction is done by the meaning of a descriptor which describes the image through a
characteristic vector using specific features which differ from one descriptor to another.

Our detection system is based on Multi-scale covariance descriptor (MSCOV) [2]
and in this paper we will try to define the best parameters for better object detection.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews an overview on
AUV. In Sect. 3, we describe the method proposed for better underwater object
detection. The experimental setup and experimental results are presented in Sect. 4.
The paper concludes in Sect. 5.

2 Autonomous Underwater Vehicle

Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUV), also known as unmanned underwater
vehicles, can be used to perform underwater survey missions such as detecting and
mapping submerged wrecks, rocks, and obstructions that pose a hazard to navigation
for commercial and recreational vessels. The AUV conducts its survey mission without
operator intervention. When a mission is complete, the AUV will return to a
pre-programmed location and the data collected can be downloaded and processed in
the same way as data collected by shipboard systems.

Among the companies active in the field of underwater drones, some have AUVs
equipped with sonar and video cameras. These drones are designed to detect and
identify objects.

Object detection is a fundamental process for several submarine missions. Under-
water surveillance and tracking require vision based control. Collision and obstacle
avoidance are the basis of a safe UAV, so it’s important to use a high-performance
object detection and recognition system to ensure the safety of the submarine.

In this paper we are interested in the detection process and we will evaluate the
descriptor parameter used for data description.
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3 Image Descriptors

3.1 Global Approach

The structure of an object detection system is based on image description and data
classification. This approach is described in Fig. 1.

Object detection is based on the extraction of discriminative features. This
extraction is done by the meaning of a descriptor which describes the image through a
characteristic vector using specific features which differ from one descriptor to another.
This vector is used to train the classifier.

3.2 Type of Descriptor

Global Descriptor
Global description consists on describing the whole image by their characteristics taken
from each pixel. The color histogram is the best-known descriptor in this context. It
represents the distribution of intensities or color components of the image. The most
used global descriptors are statistics descriptors. They are determined following a
frequency filtering, starting from the co-occurrence matrices, or from the first-order or
high-order statistics.

Global descriptors are known for their speed and simplicity of implementation. The
combination of several global characteristics can achieve good results. However, global
description suffers from several problems. It implicitly assumes that the entire image is

Fig. 1. Global approach for object detection
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related to the object. Thus, any incoherent object would introduce noise affecting the
description of the object. This limitation encourages the use of local descriptors, or
even regions.

Local Descriptor
Local description is based on the identification of local points of interest with a vector
of attributes, and on the use of local descriptors which characterize only a small part of
the image. SIFT [3] is the most popular local descriptor.

The most interesting property of this descriptor is its robustness to the image
transformation. The problem is that the objects are represented by a variable number of
points of interest, whereas the classifiers require a vector with a fixed size as input. As
for the descriptors by region, the feature vector is fixed, which is more suitable for
classifiers.

Region Descriptor
This approach consists in decomposing the image into a set of fixed or variable size
regions and then characterizing each of these regions. The decomposition is done in a
predictable way in order to make the regions’ characteristics homogeneous with each
other. These descriptors have recently been successful in several applications.
Covariance descriptor [4] is mainly used in human detection and re-identification. On
the other hand, this descriptor has some limitations. Indeed, it implicitly assumes that
the whole region is connected to the object to be modeled while the latter may have an
incoherent shape.

MSCOV came to improve this descriptor by the adjustment of the trade-off between
the local and the global description of the objects. This descriptor will be detailed in the
next section.

3.3 Multiscale Covariance Descriptor

The descriptor adopted for this work is the multi-scale covariance descriptor. It is based
on the quadtree structure which explains the multi-scale aspect. This structure is widely
used for image representation in computer vision applications [5–7]. It is also used to
store and index image characteristics and region of interest.

The quadtree represents a hierarchical structure constructed by recursive divisions
of the image in four disjoint quadrants with the same size, according to homogeneity
criterion, until a stop condition is reached. Figure 2 presents a quadtree applied to a
frame of the dataset used in this work. Each image quadrant is represented by a
quadtree node and the root node represents the whole image.

MSCOV descriptor characterizes a quadrant image through the characteristics
stored in its associated node. Each node stores a features vector.

Feature vectors in each node are combined into a covariance matrix defined by (1).

Cr ¼ 1
Nr � 1

XNr

c¼1
ðFc � mÞðFc � mÞT ð1Þ

where Nr is the node number in the sub-tree of r, m the mean of the nodes features and
Fc the feature vector of the node c descendant of r. This structure is nominated as
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“Image Quadtree Features” (IQF) [8]. Features are arranged in two groups. The
structural characteristics which are related to image data location and the content
characteristics that are derived from the color information as shown in Table 1.

The multi-scale covariance descriptor provides two main advantages. In fact, the
decomposition into a quadtree makes it possible to capture the region of interest of the
image (points of interest), and consequently it reduce the impact of noise and back-
ground information on the description of the object. Therefore the pre-treatment step is
canceled. In addition, quadtree is used as a multi-level structure to extracts image
features from different scales. It thus makes it possible to optimize the compromise
between the local and the global description of the object.

MSCOV depends on two principal parameters: e the homogeneity threshold, and /
the precision degree of description. The selection of e depends on the background
complexity. Indeed, background with low intensity variation can be easily discarded
from image description using low e values. In contrast, high intensity variation needs
high e values to be discarded. It depends on the nature of the image and the object to be
described. Hence a tradeoff must be determined for better object description and
therefore for better object detection. By varying /, the object is described from fine

Fig. 2. Quadtree structure

Table 1. MSCOV features

k Features

Structure features 0 The x location of the corresponding image quadrant
1 The y location of the corresponding image quadrant
2 Node level

Content features 3 I grayscale intensity value (the luminance component)
4 Cr color component value (the red chrominance component)
5 Cb color component value (the blue chrominance component)
6 Ix, the norm of the first order derivatives in x
7 Iy, the norm of the first order derivatives in y
8 Gradient, oðx; yÞ ¼ arctanðIyðx;yÞIxðx;yÞÞ
9 Magnitude magðx; yÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I2x ðx; yÞþ I2y ðx; yÞ

q
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resolution level to coarse one. This parameter can considerably affect the object
detection. The second factor that can also affect the detection rate is the choice of
discriminative features for image description.

3.4 Support Vector Machine

Support vector machine (SVM) classifier is proposed by Vapnic [9]. It was very useful
in pattern recognition. RBF is one of SVM kernel. We choose to adopt this kernel in
our work with specific values of C and sigma parameter. In coming works we will
compare it with other kernel in order to choose the best one with best parameters.

4 Experimental Result

This section is organized as follows. First we present the adopted evaluation metric.
Then we describe the dataset used in the experimentation. Finally we present experi-
ments that conduce to select and optimize parameters of MSCOV descriptor in the
context of underwater object detection, and justify the choice of features for pipe
detection.

4.1 Evaluation Metric

Precision, recall and F-measure are the appropriate metric to evaluate the detection
accuracy. They have always been used for the evaluation of pattern detection algo-
rithms. They are defined by (2) and (3).

Precision ¼ TP
TPþFP

ð2Þ

Recall ¼ TP
TPþFN

ð3Þ

where TP is the true positive, FN is the false negative and FP is the false positive. TP is
the number of images real positive and predicted positive. FP is the number of image
real positive and predicted negative. FN is the number of image real negative and
predicted positive. F-Measure is also a measure of a test’s accuracy. It is the
harmonic-mean of precision and recall:

FMeasure ¼ 2:Recall:Precision
RecallþPrecision

ð4Þ

4.2 Maris Dataset

Maris dataset [9] is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach.
This dataset is acquired using a stereo vision system near Portofino (Italy). It

provides images of cylindrical pipes with different color submerged at 10 m deep. The
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dataset include 9600 stereo images in Bayer encoded format with 1292 � 964 reso-
lution, and it include positive (frames containing a pipe) and negative frame (frames
presenting only the background) Fig. 3.

From this dataset we extract arbitrary two sets as shown in Table 2.

4.3 Result

To select the best combination of / and e we compute F-measure using Train set and
Test set described in Table 2 with different values of / and e.

From Fig. 4 we can conclude that detection performance is better when e range
from 10 to 15 which can explain the complexity of image background. According to
the histogram the best result of F-Measure is 99.83%. It is reached when e = 15 and
/ = 2.

To choose the best characteristic which walks with the submarine context and pipe
detection, we evaluate the detection rate with different combination of content and
structure features on Maris dataset. To reduce the number of combinations, it is pos-
sible to group the characteristics of the same context, as shown in Table 3.

The presented values in the following table are obtained after having made several
tests by making random combinations of test and train subsets (pipe/non pipe)
(Table 4).

Referring to the table we conclude that the best detection rate (99.91) is obtained
when using F1, F2, F3, F4, F5 among all combination. It is the combination of all used
structure features (location and level) and content features (shape and color).

Fig. 3. Maris dataset simples (Color figure online)

Table 2. Maris dataset

Data splits Pipes/split Non-pipe/split

Train set 2 300 300
Test set 2 300 300
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Although it has the best detection rate the execution time of F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 is not
the optimal. The lowest execution time is obtained for F2 F3 combination with good
detection rate (99.40). Therefore if we have a time constraint we can use this
combination.

Fig. 4. F-measure for different combinations of e and a

Table 3. New partition of MSCOV features

F k Features

Structure feature F1 0, 1, 2 Quadtree information’s
Content features F2 3, 4, 5 Luminance and chrominance components

F3 6, 7 Norm of the first order derivatives in x and y
F4 8 Gradient
F5 9 Magnitude

Table 4. Detection rate and execution time for different features combination

Features Detection rate
%

Execution time
ms

F1, F2 96.74 829630
F1, F3 92.58 782051
F1, F4 67.58 712023
F1, F5 66.33 645693
F2, F3 99.08 309829
F3, F4, F5 95.41 559557
F2, F3, F4, F5 98.16 463920
F3, F4, F5 93.41 429563
F1, F2, F3, F4, F5 99.91 394016
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In previous work [10] we have compared this approach with PFC and MGS [11]
algorithms using the same dataset. The experimental results show that it outperforms
compared methods.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a novel underwater object detection algorithm based on
multi-scale covariance descriptor for features extraction, and SVM classifier for data
classification. We have adopted the MSCOV descriptor for the pipe detection in the
submarine context by choosing the suitable parameters and the suitable features in
order to reach more than 99% as a detection rate. Those results are token using train
and test sets from Maris dataset.

In future work we will use a larger dataset in order to generalize the result and show
that this adopted approach is valid in the submarine environment. We will also compare
this result with hough transform, hog and covariance descriptors.
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